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Recently Takeno and Godal) have shown

that the longitudinal phonons in some
amorphous solids and liquids have disper-

sion relation-s of phonon-roton type observed
in tiquid He'. It has been pointed out'

there that the dispersion relation of this

type is closely connected with the ionfigo'

rational short range order of the constituent
particles. Because of the above reasons it

is expected that the dispersion relation is

also expected in liquid'metals. The purpose

of this note is thus to investi gate the col'

lective excitations in liquid lead within

the framework of their theory.
If we neglect the anharmonicity due to

the fuidity of liquids and the damping of
phonons arising from the structural dis-

order, the eigenfrequencies of phonons in

liquids can be detemined, rithin the

framework of the renortrrafized harmonic

approxination, by the secular equationr)
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x tl- erp (-i lcn )l:O , (1)

rcr density of the ion,

M is the atomic mass' g (R) is the pair-

correlation function and the angular bracke!

denotes a thermal average. The quantity

(y (R) > is the efrective pair'interactisn
' between ions in liquid metal, and is given

byo

v (R) --EIW + #{# - 4 r,, (q) r']
X exp (iqE) (2>

in Rydberg unit. Here, the firit term. in

the square bracket is the direct Coulomb

potential between iogs with t'"Lncy- Z'

The second term is the indirect interaction

through the polarization of conduction

electrons, where e (d, vt(q) and I are the

dielectric functibn of the electron, the form

factofr. i.e., the Fourier tranefom of the

electron-ion pseudo-potential and the volume

of the liquid metal. For the dielectric

function, we use two different expressions
in the modified Hubbard approximation
proposed recently by Geldart and VoskoE)

and by Kleinmsn,{) reslrcctively. Fqr the

electron-ion interaction Aschcroft's model
potintial is used. The form factor is given
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vtQ): - (Sxzlqr)cos qrc. (g)

The quantity re represents an efrective
core radius, and is detemind to reproduce
the value of the resistivity in each liquid
metal.

Once the pair-correlation function and
the effective pair-interaction are'given, the
frequencies of phonons can be calculated,
in a quite straighffomard manner, using
Eq. (1). An attempt is made here to
shrdy phonons in liquid Pb at 340'C with
p:0.3065 X 10tr atomsfcmt. For the pair-
correlation function, we have adopted the
experimental data of North, Enderby and
Egelstaff.t) For the effective pair-interac-
tion, by calculating (2) with ?r:L.4740,
a.u. in (3), we have obtained y(R) using
two expressions for e (g). The results are
shown in Fig. l. TVith these results we
have evaluated the disprsion of the longi-
tudinal phonon nrrmerically, replacing
(Y(R)> by Y(R). fn Fig. 2 the calcu-
lated dispersion relations for the longi-
tudinal foode are compared with the ex-
perimental results of Randolph and Singwi,?)
of Cocking and Egelstafis) and of, Dorner,
Plesser and Stiller.o)

Fig. I. The efrective pair-interaction in liquid
Pb at 340'C calculated with ttre screening
functions by Geldert and Vosko % (R) and
by Klein'nan Yr(R).

ro r ildcm,l 30

Fig. 2. The longitudinal phonon dispersions
calc,ulated with % (R) (solid curve) and
% (R) (broken curve). The solid. cirdes
show the experimental results of Randolph
and Singwi, the circles trhose of , Doner,
Plesser and Stiller and the crosses those of
Cocking and Egelstaff, respectively.

In spite of the fact that there is no
adjustable paraneter, overall structure of
the longitudinal phonon dispersion relation
is realized in our cblculation. But the
frequencies are in general larger than the
experimen'tal values. Three possibilities

must 
'be 

considered for thie discrepancy.
The first is to consider the renormalization
due to the anharmonicity caused by the fu-
idity of liquidei the second is to consider
the three-body correlation of the constituent
atornq; the third is to doubt the numerical
value of the pair-interaction especially for
other than alkaline metals. The anhar-
monicity of liquids is an important origin
of the energy shift and lifetime of phonon
and in general we cannot ignor it. But
the estimated value of the relaration time
for liquid Pb is 10-1r seclo) (which is tte
sarne as for liquid' Ar) and the effect does
not seem to play the nost inportant role for
this discrepancy. Nor does the three-body
correlation seem to play the essential role
for this discrepancy because the force range

F(fdcml
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of the spherical paii'interaction (2) is not

so different from that in liquid Ar or liquid

He'.
To consider the etrors arising from the

pair-interaction we now make the same

calculatiOn for the cases of alkaline metals.

Concerning liquid Na, K and Rb, the cal-

culated sound velocities show good agree'

ment with the experimental results and so

does the calculated dispersion relation for

liquid Rb.11) (These results will be sutr-

marized elsewhere.) We have- a doubt that

tbe main cause for this discrepancy Eay

come from some inadequacy in the pair-

interaction for poly-valent metals. One

. possibility to improve the inadequacy may

be to use other type of electron-ion pseudo-

potential, such as one recently proposed by

Shaw.rr) Further investigation must be

done for this conjecture.
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